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Abstract—Software Defined Networking (SDN) architecture
enables centralized control of the forwarding behavior of in-
dividual network elements. While SDN brings many well-known
benefits, such as manageability and adaptability, it also poses
some challenges. Scalability becomes an issue in highly dynamic,
large scale networks, where the forwarding rules of single
elements must be updated at a high pace by a central controller.
This work proposes a novel type of flow rule to tackle this
issue, the Dynamic Flow Rule (DFR). DFR enables the network
elements to change their forwarding behavior locally, according
to predefined instructions set up by the central controller. This
paper introduces the DFR concept, discusses several implementa-
tion options and examines its performance in different use cases.
The performance analysis shows that DFR effectively increases
the programmability and adaptability of SDN network. It reduces
the control plane signaling, reduces the network reaction time
to changes, and alleviates the computing requirements at the
controller, while retaining the central control of the network. And
most importantly, since DFR leverages on the current processing
capability of SDN switches, it provides a general and scalable
control solution without additional performance penalty.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile communication industry is facing the challenge
to satisfy the continuously increasing network capacity re-
quirements due to the fast growth of mobile traffic. Mean-
while, the next generation mobile network needs to provide
diverse networking services (e.g., ultra-low latency, massive
connectivity, etc.) for different use cases. This pushes the
mobile communication industry to seek for solutions towards
a flexible 5G system [1]. Software Defined Networking (SDN)
is considered as one of the foundations of 5G infrastructure
platform innovation [2]: it decouples the network control and
forwarding planes, and makes the network programmable from
a logically centralized controller according to different service
requirements.

The SDN controller can host many control applications
that decide the forwarding behaviour of the underlying infras-
tructure. The desired behaviour is installed as flow rules in
the network forwarding elements (i.e. SDN switches) by the
controller. Today, the most widely used protocol to perform
this kind of reconfiguration in SDN switches is OpenFlow
[3]. Except for the group table, the SDN switch maintains
a chain of flow tables (pipeline processing). Flow rules are
specified in the forwarding table as table entries that include
match fields and actions. An incoming packet is processed by
the table pipeline according to the matching fields and actions.
The set of possible actions include forwarding the incoming
packet to an output port, modifying fields in the packet header,
redirecting the packet to another forwarding table for further

processing, etc. After the flow rules are specified by the
controller, they are statically installed at the SDN switches.
If a flow rule needs to be modified (e.g. change matching
fields or actions), the controller needs to interact with the
given switch to reconfigure it. In case the matching condition
of a packet changes (e.g. packet arriving at a different port
in the switch due to node mobility), if there are no flow
rules installed for this new condition, the switch sends the
incoming packet to the controller wrapped into an SDN control
message (PACKET IN[3]). The controller analyses this packet
and updates the existing flow rule accordingly. Such round trip
of control signaling becomes signaling overhead. In a network
with many mobile nodes (e.g., a LTE base station has 3-6
cells, where each supports 200 active mobiles, and a network
could have 100,000+ base stations), the control signaling due
to mobility events could generate congestion of the control
channel and huge processing load at the controller [4].

This work proposes a novel type of flow rule - Dynamic
Flow Rule (DFR) - to address the above challenges. The
performance of DFR is examined in different use cases and
shows that DFR effectively increases the programmability and
adaptability of an SDN network. Particularly, DFR exhibits
three unique, exclusive features:

• It is the first proposal to address the scalability issue of
SDN by proposing a new type of flow rule.

• It does not require a local control agent in the switch, as it
leverages on existing processing capabilities. Therefore,
it avoids both architectural debates and the performance
vs. costs tradeoffs.

• DFR implementation can be adapted to the processing
capabilities of the target SDN switch; it therefore can be
used in a hybrid SDN environment.

These features enable DFR to provide a simple and general,
yet scalable control solution.

This paper is organized as follows, Section II discusses
related work. Section III introduces the concept of DFR.
We exemplify the usage of DFR in different use cases in
Section IV, and shows that DFR can adapt its implementation
according to the actual processing capability of the SDN
switches in Section V. The performance of DFR is examined
and discussed in Section VI. Finally, Section VII presents the
conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

The advantages of logically centralizing the control intel-
ligence of the network in a controller are well-known [5].
However, it also presents some drawbacks that are often



neglected, especially when applied to large scale, highly
dynamic networks, such as a country-wide mobile networks.
The burden of determining, installing and reconfiguring flow
data paths for millions of tracked mobile devices may exceed
the computation capabilities of a central controller. In this
scenario, the performance limitations of the current SDN
architecture can be classified in three major areas:

• Scalability. The performance of the SDN controller is
closely related to the number of flow data paths to be
computed, installed and managed in parallel;

• Latency. The response time to changes in the network
topology depends on the distance between the controller
and SDN switches and the amount of simultaneous events
to be processed;

• Resiliency. Since the controller is the brain of the SDN
network, resilience of the controller itself and the control
channels from switches to the controller greatly affects
the correct operation of the complete SDN network.

In the literature, there are many proposals to overcome the
limitations related to the three areas mentioned above.

Some works propose a distributed control architecture to
overcome such challenge. Authors in [6] propose a hierarchical
control architecture at the expense of increasing the synchro-
nization signaling between the distributed controllers. Some
approaches focus on agent-based solutions, where a local agent
in each SDN switch takes over some of the tasks from the
applications on top of the central controller [7]. However,
agent based approaches require additional application layer
processing capabilities at the SDN switch, which might not
always be feasible.

Other works try to introduce more flexibility by enriching
the flow rules. The P4 language specification [8][9] defines
the concept of action profile that enables several entries in the
forwarding table to share the same action set. Action profiles
can also be dynamically bound to a match entry by using
an action selector. The P4 action selector chooses a particular
action profile entry for each packet by either pseudo-randomly
or deriving the decision from header fields and/or meta data.
While this option brings dynamicity to the forwarding tables
of the SDN switches, the set of actions from which the action
selector can choose is still operating only on the data plane
(e.g. modify packet header, forward to next forwarding table,
etc.). In contrast, as will be explained later, DFR proposes the
operations on the control plane (e.g. install new flow rule, flow
rule association, etc.) instead.

The learn action in Open vSwitch [10] allows modifying an
existing flow table based on the content of the flow currently
being processed at the switch. since it is a special kind of
action based on a set of logical operations (e.g. store/load
values in a custom internal switch registry), its usage is limited
to certain type of switches like Open vSwitch. Meanwhile, the
learn action can only operate on flow rules that were produced
by the same action. As it will be discussed in the following
sections, DFR does not have such limitations.

OpenState [11] implements a Finite State Machine (FSM)
at the SDN switch. The switch performs different actions (e.g.

reconfiguring the forwarding tables) based on the local state
at the switch. DFR can be seen as a simplified FSM with only
two states (”new” or ”old”). DFR has different implementation
possibilities and does not require any state table.

III. DYNAMIC FLOW RULE

A. Concept
Dynamic Flow Rule (DFR) is a special type of flow rule

based on the current OpenFlow specification. Similar to Open-
Flow defined flow rules, which we call Static Flow Rules
(SFR) in this paper, DFR consists of two main elements:
match fields and instruction set. The difference with SFR is
represented in the following three aspects (see Figure 1).
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Reconf. action: install flow rule #C-A with new values for 

src and in_port match fields and action output => s2
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in_port: PDN

DFR  ID: #A-B

Fig. 1. Dynamic Flow Rule structure

1) Match fields: In contrast to the fixed match fields in SFR,
DFR includes a new type of match fields, the reconfigurable
match fields. The reconfigurable match fields follow the same
format as the fixed match fields as defined in the current
OpenFlow specification. Their initial value is also specified by
the controller. However, different to the fixed match field, the
reconfigurable match field value can be changed by the SDN
switch itself by invoking the so called matched reconfigure
actions.

2) Instruction set: The DFR instruction set includes data
plane actions, as currently specified in OpenFlow, e.g. forward
the packet to a port, modify packet by decrementing the
time-to-live field, etc. In addition, DFR features reconfigure
actions, which act also on the forwarding tables of the SDN
switch, e.g. modification of the reconfigurable match fields,
or modification/generation of an associated flow rule. The
SDN switch triggers reconfigure actions, when a change in the
current value of the reconfigurable match fields is detected.

3) Rule association: A DFR can have an associated flow
rule e.g. the downlink flow rule belonging to a mobile node can
be associated with its uplink flow rule. A new generated flow
rule can be associated with the DFR that originated it. Such
associated flow rule can be changed or installed as specified
in the reconfigure action of the DFR. The associated flow rule
can be either a SFR or a DFR. In SFR, there is no explicit rule
association concept but a rule identification method that uses
the cookie field of the flow entries. For instance, controller
may use such cookie field to identify a certain group of flow
rules. In contrast, in DFR, the flow rule association provides
a hierarchical flow rule relationship chart: e.g. the generating
DFR is the parent of the generated flow rule. Such semantic
associations of flow rules facilitate the local control operations
at the SDN switches, such as deleting/changing the child flow
rule when the parent rule is deleted/changed.

B. Procedures and Mechanisms
The SDN controller defines the DFRs and installs them

in the target SDN switches. This section explains the related
procedures to prepare, install and execute DFRs.



1) Rule Specification: The controller specifies the con-
tents of a DFR based on the requirements of the requested
connectivity service (by some internal component or via its
northbound interface). For instance, if there is a request for
supporting end hosts mobility, the controller may leverage on
DFR to reduce the control plane signaling that the mobility
events will generate. The controller sets the boundaries of what
a given DFR can configure in the target switch by defining its
fixed and reconfigurable match fields, optional normal actions,
reconfigure actions and the associated flow rules, if applicable.

2) Rule Installation: Depending on the type and packet
processing capabilities of the target switch, a given DFR
might be installed using different approaches (see section V).
Therefore, a DFR might need to be converted into a usable set
of flow installation instructions according to the target SDN
switch. This conversion can be done at the controller, or even
directly at the target SDN switch, with the support of some
kind of local agent.

3) Rule Execution: After being installed at an SDN switch,
the DFR is executed in the following manner when an incom-
ing packet is being processed:

• If there is a match with both fixed and reconfigurable
match fields values, the normal actions in the instruction
set are applied.

• If the match is only with the fixed match fields(methods
to perform such partial matching is explained in section
V), the reconfigure actions (and optionally the normal
actions) are applied.

• If there is no match with the fixed match fields, the DFR
flow entry is considered as a miss and no action is applied
for such entry.

In case the controller explicitly asks for enabling the DFR
reporting option, after a reconfigure action is applied, the
switch will send a notification to the controller with details
on the result of such action and the affected forwarding
tables. This feature makes the controller aware of any change
in the switch forwarding tables at the cost of increasing
the signaling traffic switch-controller. The controller, once
notified, can either overrule the locally installed rules at the
switch or perform further optimization, e.g., enrich the rule by
redirecting the traffic in corresponding queue.

IV. USE CASES

As discussed in previous sections, DFR enables self-
adaptation at individual network elements, which proves quite
useful in many real world use cases. This feature is crucial in
highly dynamic environments, where the flow table of an SDN
switch needs to be frequently reconfigured due to changes in
the network. In this section, we use two examples (mobility
management and traffic bridging) to describe how the DFR
concept can be applied in different scenarios.

A. Mobility Management

The mobility management is the major function in a mobile
network; in a nutshell, it ensures that services are properly
delivered to subscribers, independently of the changes in their

location. Here, we show how DFR can be used to automati-
cally reconfigure the existing flow paths of user devices (UE)
after a mobility event directly at the SDN switch. Herein, DFR
not only reduces the load at the controller, specifically when
many mobility events happen simultaneously, but also reduces
the flow setup latency. Taking as a reference the scenario
shown in Figure 2a, a procedure using DFR to handle mobility
events in the data plane is explained below. Here s2, s3 are
SDN switches with general forwarding rules (e.g., tag the data
packets from the wireless port and forward to the wired port).
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data flow
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s2 s3
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IP A
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Controller

s1
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(a) Mobility Management (b) Traffic Bridging
Fig. 2. Use cases

1) Step 0: The controller installs a DFR #A-B in the SDN
switch s1 to handle traffic between m1 with IP address A and
a service located in an external Packet Data Network (PDN)
with IP address B. In practice, B can also be the address of
the LTE packet gateway (PGW). Such DFR is installed in s1
during the configuration process of the attachment procedure
of m1. A flow rule matching downlink traffic for m1 (IP
B→IP A), identified as #B-A, is also installed in s1. The
DFR is specified as shown in Figure 3.
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Reconf. action: install flow rule #C-A with new values for 

src and in_port match fields and action output => s2
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in_port: PDN

DFR  ID: #A-B

Fig. 3. DFR #A-B mobility management

2) Step 1: Incoming packet from m1 arrives to s1 [IP src:
A, IP dst: B, in port: s2]. The packet is forwarded to the PDN,
as specified in the flow table of s1 [out port => PDN ].

3) Step 2: Now, m1 moves to a new location (X→Y ) and
reattaches to a neighbour access point.

4) Step 3: The incoming packet in s1 from m1 has [IP src:
A, IP dst: B, in port: s3]. The installed DFR in s1 detects that
the input port for the flow IP A → IP B has changed and the
reconfigure action is executed. The DFR updates the current
flow rule to match the tuple [IP src: A, IP dst: B, in port:
s3] and also the associated flow rule #B-A with the action
[out port => s3].

5) Step 4: s1 reports the flow rule update to the controller.

B. Traffic Bridging

One other use case for DFR is enabling local bridging
at the SDN switch. This can be quite useful for cases like
M2M communication. In the scenario depicted in Figure 2b,
m2 wants to communicate with m1 which has an established
data path to PDN. s1 is the anchor point for both m1 and



m2. A DFR (see Figure 4) is used at s1 to automatically
set up a new flow path between m1 and m2 without the
intervention of the controller at the moment of traffic arrival.
The detailed procedure is similar to the Mobility Management
case as shown in Figure 2a.
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Fig. 4. DFR #A-B traffic bridging

C. Discussion

In both use cases above, by applying the same set of
principles as specified in Section III, the DFR concept allows
to effectively decouple the actually critical data plane event
treatment (Step 3) from the controller update (Step 4). Lo-
calizing the treatment of time-critical events (e.g. handovers)
is the key concept that DFR brings to achieve much better
performance at the controller.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

Depending on the capabilities offered by the target SDN
switch, there are alternative DFR implementations. We assume
that the controller is capable of decomposing a DFR into a
set of flow rule installation messages that are recognized by
the target SDN switch, and the SDN switch is able to install
another rule according to a rule action.

A. Priority-based Approach

One option for DFR implementation in the SDN switch is to
leverage on flow rule priorities. Priority-based implementation
installs DFRs as two flow entries with different priorities: the
high priority rule matches all the specified matching fields,
including both fixed and reconfigurable match fields; with a
lower priority than the previous entry, the second rule only
matches the fixed match fields. It includes a reconfigure action
that installs or modifies the specified associated flow rules with
the values of the reconfigurable match fields that were not
matched by the high priority flow rule.

The DFR in use case shown in Figure 2a can be imple-
mented as two flow rules (e.g., #A-B-1/2) with different
priorities as follows:
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Fig. 5. DFR #A-B priority-based

Flow entry #A-B-2 will only be matched, when the input
port changes with regard to #A-B-1’s. As action, the input
port in #A-B-1 is updated to the new value registered by #A-
B-2 and, at the same time, the associated flow entry #B-A
is updated with the new value as output port.

B. Pipeline-based Approach

A DFR implementation can also leverage on OpenFlow
pipeline processing [3]. In this case, the fixed match fields
are matched by a flow rule installed in the first flow table, as
action, the packet is forwarded to the second table for further
processing. In this second table, the reconfigurable match
fields are matched following the same approach described in
V-A. Pipeline based implementation separates the fixed match
fields and reconfigurable match fields into different tables.
Therefore, it can be used to improve the performance of an
SDN switch by moving the flow rule (re)configuration actions
to a different table. Using this implementation option, the DFR
in use case shown in Figure 2a could be implemented as a
pipeline of flow tables as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. DFR #A-B pipeline-based

C. Parallel Matching Approach

DFR can also be implemented as a single flow entry, in
case the SDN switch supports matching different subsets of
match fields in parallel (e.g. using multiple matching lines of
TCAM [12]). In this case, the switch explicitly differentiates
matching results of fixed and reconfigurable match fields and
applies the appropriate type of action.

VI. PERFORMANCE AND DISCUSSIONS

This section discusses the performance of DFR with respect
to signaling overhead, latency, number of required flow entries
at the SDN switches and also some other design considera-
tions. Numerical analysis compares DFR with SFR in mobility
management and local traffic bridge use cases.

A. Flow Setup Latency

The response latency of an SDN network to a dynamic
event, i.e. the overall flow setup latency, T consists of 4
parts: the transport latency TTrans, the queuing time of the
PACKET IN (PI) at the controller TQueue, the processing
latency at the controller TProcCtrl, and the flow installation
time at switches TConf . TTrans is the switch to controller
round trip time of the SDN control plane signaling. TProcCtrl
is the time to process a PI and to generate the PO and
FM messages. In case several SDN switches need to be
configured for the same flow path, FM messages will follow
a certain order in order to avoid transient inconsistencies
in the network. Therefore, TConf is lower bounded by the
configuration/processing time at an individual SDN switch



TProcSW and upper bounded by ρTProcSW , where ρ ≥ 1 is
the number of communication rounds between controller and
switch to configure one flow path.

For this analysis, we assume optical fiber transport, propor-
tional transport latency to the distance, the PO sent together
with FM, and that any SDN switch can be an anchoring point.
With this, the response latency in DFR case can be calculated
as: T = 2Dctrlsw/Sopt + TQueue + TProcCtrl + TProcSW ,
where Dctrlsw is the distance between the controller and the
target SDN switch, Sopt = 2×108 m/s is the transport speed of
optical fiber. Figure 7 compares the response latency for DFR
and SFR in the mobility and traffic bridging cases. Assuming
TProcCtrl together with TQueue is 1 ∼ 2ms, TProcSW is
comaprable to the normal flow installation time - 10ms [13],
with D = 500km between the controller and access SDN
switch, the response latency can be reduced by around 7 ms in
the mobility case and 4.5 ms in the local traffic bridging case.
As shown in Figure 7, when configuring multiple switches
for one flow path, SFR may double the response latency even
with an optimized configuration sequence (i.e., ρ = 3 [14]). In
contrast, DFR is not affected due to its distributed decision,
and in turn achieves more than 70% of latency saving. In
case of none ideal, out-of-band control channel (e.g. multi-
hop, in-band signaling, congestion, etc.), further savings can
be expected.

src: IP A

dst: IP B

Normal action: output => PDN

Reconf. action: update flow #A-B (new in_port)

update flow #B-A (new fwd action: output => new in_port)

in_port: s2

DFR  ID: #A-B

Flow ID Prio Match fields 
Instruction set 

Normal Action Reconfigure Action 

#A-B-1 1 
src: IP A
dst: IP B
in_port: s2 

output => PDN

#A-B-2 2 
src: IP A
dst: IP B
in_port: ANY 

output => PDN

Modify flow #A-B-1, 
new match: in_port: [= #A-B-2 in_port]
Modify flow #B-A, 
new action: output => [= #A-B-2 in_port] 

#B-A 3 
src: IP B 
dst: IP A 

output => s2

Flow ID Prio Match fields 
Instruction set 

Normal Action Reconfigure Action 

#A-B 1 
src: IP A
dst: IP B

Go to Table 2

#B-A 2 
src: IP B
dst: IP A 

output => s2

Flow ID Prio Match fields 
Instruction set 

Normal Action Reconfigure Action 

#A-B-1 1 in_port: s2 output => PDN

#A-B-2 2 in_port: ANY output => PDN

Modify flow #A-B-1, 
new match: in_port: [= #A-B-2 in_port]
Modify flow #B-A in Table 1, 
new action: output => [= #A-B-2 in_port] 
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dst: IP A

Normal action: output => s2

Reconf. action: install flow rule #C-A with new values for 

src and in_port match fields and action output => s2

src: IP B

in_port: PDN

DFR  ID: #A-B

Fig. 7. Comparison of response latency

B. Signaling Overhead

The signaling overhead refers to PI, PO and FM messages
between the controller and the SDN switches. Therefore,
OH = (PPI + PPO +NswPFM )Tiλ , where λ is the arrival
rate for controller event (e.g. changes of traffic), Ti is the
evaluation time period, NSW is the number of concerned SDN
switches per control event and PPI ,PPO, PFM denote the
payload sizes of PI, PO and FM messages respectively.

For simplicity, we assume NSW = 1 in the calculations
below. Since the flow path of one mobile node only needs to
be configured once as far as it is attached to the same access
SDN switch, the overall signaling overhead can be reduced
by up to λTi

1+λTi
. In local traffic bridging case, the saving in

overhead is very similar. The only difference is that λ in local
traffic bridge case depends on the traffic pattern between the
users instead of individual user mobility. Even if the SDN
switch needs to report to the controller for each local change,

the number of signaling messages between the controller and
the SDN switch can still be decreased by 67% for each event.

C. Controller processing load and end to end latency

As discussed in the above sections, DFR decouples the
local adaptation of data plane forwarding from the controller
decision process, and eliminates the unnecessary signalling to
the controller. These help to greatly reduce the processing load
at the controller and end to end latency at the data plane.
We modeled the DFR concept and ran a set of simulations
to analyze its performance. Figure 8 and Figure 9 compare
the queue length at the controller, and the end to end packet
latency in the mobility case assuming a tree topology and
10ms flow setup latency. We change the cluster size c (number
of access points connected to one SDN switch), number of
mobile UEs u and number of hierarchical levels l. Each UE
randomly generates flows with the flow length between 1 to 10
packets, and moves to another access point after transmitting
a packet. Figure 8 shows that DFR effectively reduce the
controller processing load by ca. 25%. The mean end-to-end
packet delay is reduced by 30-40% for a cluster size between
2 and 4, as shown in Figure 9.

DFR-c2l2u2 DFR-c3l2u10 DFR-c4l2u20 SFR-c2l2u2 SFR-c3l2u10 SFR-c4l2u20
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Fig. 8. Controller Queue Length
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Fig. 9. End to End Packet Latency (s)

D. Number of flow entries

The forwarding performance of SDN switches is antipro-
portional to the number of installed flow entries NFe. NFe =
NFeU+NFeD , where NFeU is the number of flow entries for
upstream data flows, and NFeD is the number of flow entries
for downstream data flows. In the mobility case, NFeU = 1,
assuming all the upstream mobile traffic share the same flow
rule. NFeD = ρNPortD assuming SFR and preconfigured
flow path. Here NPortD is the number of downstream logical
ports of the access SDN switch and 0 < ρ < 1 is the
aggregation ratio of logical ports to flow entries. For DFR,
NFeD is independent of NPortD. It is always 2 for priority-
based matching implementation and 1 for parallel matching



implementation, as explained in section V. The savings in
flow entries can be easily calculated. In case NPortD = 3,
mobility case needs only 75%/50% of flow entries compared
to pre-configured flow entries using priority based/parallel
matching implementation. In the traffic bridging case, the
savings depend not only on the network topology (i.e. the
number of ports of the anchoring node), but also on the traffic
pattern (number of flows sharing the same destination/source).
Therefore, NFeU = ρNEntryU , NFeD = ρNEntryD, where
NEntryD, NEntryU is the number of downlink/uplink flow
entries, and 0 < ρ < 1 is the reusability ratio of flow entries
for local bridging.

E. Other design considerations

In both use cases, the computation load is moved from the
controller to the SDN switches, where DFR is installed. In
the traffic bridging case, the computation complexity is further
reduced, because the controller does not need to find the most
suitable anchoring SDN switch anymore. The SDN switches
at the topology aggregation point can self recognize the need
for anchoring by using DFR.

Note that in contrast to the previous work, which also
delegated some tasks to the switches [15], [16], in DFR,
the reconfiguration privilege of an SDN switch is always
authorized in advance by the controller, and the flow abstrac-
tion is preserved. Triggers, reconfiguration actions and fields
in certain flow rules that can be reconfigured are all pre-
defined by the controller, using essentially the same OpenFlow
messages with the same syntax. The controller can therefore
ensure the network consistency and synchronization by the
appropriate definition of DFR. The local changes will be
reported to the controller, so that the controller is still aware
of the complete network configuration and is able to change
the DFR at any time; however the reporting is different to the
reactive flow setup, because it is decoupled from the actual
critical event. All in all, DFR does not break the centralized
design philosophy of the SDN architecture.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an SDN model-conforming strictly flow
rule-based mechanism for delegation of functionality to SDN
switches, which achieves controller offloading and a certain
flexibility at the SDN switches by adapt their forwarding
behaviour locally. A special type of flow rule (Dynamic Flow
Rule) is specified, based on the existing OpenFlow specifica-
tion. Different from current fixed rules, a DFR includes two
different types of match fields (fixed and reconfigurable), novel
reconfigure actions and associated flow rules. This enables
DFR to ”modify itself” and/or to generate/modify associated
flow rules, thus providing an embedded control architecture
in the flow rules to distribute the control handlers from the
logical centralized controller to the local SDN switches.

This paper describes the detailed procedure to prepare and
process a DFR, exemplifies three possible implementations of
DFR (Priority, Pipeline and Parallel matching based imple-
mentations) and shows that DFR can be applied to different

kinds of SDN switches according to their processing capa-
bility. The performance of DFR is examined with respect to
latency, signaling overhead and flow table size in two use cases
(user equipment mobility management and traffic bridging).
The results show that DFR increases the programmability of
SDN switches and improves the efficiency of the network,
especially in large scale, dynamic environments. With a small
extension of the current OpenFlow specification, DFR is able
to provide a simple, general and scalable control solution with
no data plane performance penalty.

As future work, we plan to implement DFR in Open
vSwitch to prove its performance gain with respect to existing
solutions. We will also evaluate its efficiency to offload con-
troller processing in realistic mobile network environments.
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